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A DOMAIN EMBEDDING METHOD FOR DIRICHLET PROBLEMS IN ARBITRARY SPACE DIMENSION (*)
Andréas RIEDER ( t )
Abstract — An embedding method for the discretizatwn of Dinchlet boundary value problems over gênerai domains in arbitrary space
dimension is proposed The main advantage of the method hes in the use of Cartesian coordinates independent of the underlying domain
Error estimâtes and aspects of the numencal realization are considered To obtain an efficient solver for the resulting hnear system of
équations an easy-to-use preconditioning is recommended and analyzed A vanety of numencal expenments illustrate and confirm the
theoretwal results © Elsevier, Paris
Key words boundary value problem, fîcttùous domain, Galerkin scheme, scabng functions, biorthogonal wavelets, conjugate gradients,
preconditioning
AMS subject classification. 65N12, 65N30, 65F10
Résumé — On présente une méthode de plongement pour la discrétisation des problèmes aux limites de Dirichlet dans les domaines
généraux en dimension quelconque L'avantage principal de cette méthode se trouve dans l'utilisation des coordonnées cartésiennes
indépendantes du domaine Des estimations d'erreur et les aspects de la réalisation numérique sont considérés Pour obtenir un solveur
efficace pour le système d'équations linéaires, on recommande et analyse un préconditionneur facile à réaliser Une multiplicité d'expériences
numériques confirme les résultats théoriques © Elsevier, Paris

1. INTRODUCTION

We will be concernée! with the numerical solution of the Dirichlet boundary value problem
(Lia)
(1.1b)

-div(A Vu) + au=f
u =g

in

QczUd,

on dQ .

Discretizing the above Dirichlet problem by finite éléments requires a triangulation of the domain Q. If the
boundary dû has a complicated structure, the génération of a finite element grid aligned with dû may be a delicate
and time-consuming task.
Furthermore, the topology of a complicated grid is reflected in the data structures. To the net run-time for the
arithmetic opérations the memory access time has therefore to be added on a considérable scale.
Methods are consequently asked for which can easily be adapted to different domains and which lead to simple
data structures. Especially users, which like to solve complicated 3D-problems from real-life applications,
appreciate algorithms allowmg a clear and fast codmg. We refer, e.g., to the popular article [7] by Cipra.
In this paper we present the analysis and the realization of an algorithm for solving (1.1) which has the
following three main advantages. Our algorithm
(i) is largely independent of the geometry of the domain O ;
(ii) allows Cartesian grids (coordinates) resulting in simple data structures and fast memory access times.
Thus» the overhead due to enlarging the computational région is compensated by far;
(îii) requires only little geometrie information» namely, a digitalized version of the characteristic function
of fi.
(*) Manuscript accepted March 27, 1997
(t) Fachbereich Mathematik, Geb 38, Umversitat des Saarlandes» 66041 Saarbrucken, Germany, email andreas@num.uni-sb de
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Of course, we have a price to pay for the advantages of the proposed method. Since the Cartesian grid cannot
be adapted accurately enough to the boundary of Q the accuracy of the numerical solution détériorâtes slightly
near dQ.
The basic idea is not a new one. We embed the domain Q in a larger parallelepiped D. Then we extend the
differential équation (1.1) to a boundary value problem over • with periodic boundary conditions. The essential
boundary condition (1.1b) will be forced approximately. The embedding domain • is also called fictitious domain.
From an abstract point of view our approach can be considered as a Galerkin scheme. The chosen approximation spaces have to satisfy the periodic boundary constraints. Canonical candidates are the periodized scaling
function spaces generated by translated and scaled versions of one single refinable or scalable function.
The concept of a scaling function has several advantages. First of ail, it allows a unified treatment of a very
gênerai class of functions. For instance, the Daubechies scaling functions, see Daubechies [13], the B-Splines and
— more gênerai — certain kind of box splines are covered, see, e.g., Chui [6] and de Boor, Hölling and
Riemenschneider [14]. Even the classical Lagrange ^-finite element in U2, considered as a bivariate threedirectional box spline, is a scaling function. Hence, the construction and application of test functions with an
arbitrary high degree of smoothness can be realized without difficulties, This raises hopes to combine the localness
of finite éléments with the high order of approximation of spectral methods.
The scaling function spaces possess an intrinsic multilevel structure which is a main ingrédient for the efficient
multilevel solvers of the corresponding linear system of équations. Last but not least, the fast assembling of the
stiffness matrix, see Dahmen and Micchelli [11], argues in favor of scaling functions as test functions.
This paper is organized as follows. We start in the next section with the weak formulation of the Dkichlet
problem (1.1). Then we introducé and explain the fictitious domain method.
As mentioned above scaling functions are the building blocks of the approximation spaces in our Galerkin
scheme. In Section 3.1 we therefore recall briefly the properties of scaling functions which we will need in our
later analysis. We are now in a position to present the Galerkin discretization in Section 3.2.
A considérable part of the paper deals with error estimâtes. In Section 4 we obtain H1- as well as L2-error
estimâtes. Our error analysis applies to those scaling functions permitting the construction of biorthogonal
wavelets. The biorthogonal wavelets do not enter explicitly into our numerical scheme but their existence implies
the validity of so called Jackson and Bernstein estimâtes, see, e.g., Dahmen and Kunoth [10], which we will reiy
on heavily.
We have aiready mentioned above that the accuracy of the numerical solution suffers slightly under the rough
boundary approximation. Incorporating a-prior knowledge of the analytic solution we are still able to yield optimal
Hl-error estimâtes. If this a-prior knowledge is not available then we will prove optimal error estimâtes in the
interior of Q at least.
The leading idea underlying our method is its easy implementation for irregular domains in arbitrary space
dimensions. So we discuss aspects concerning the numerical realization in Section 5. We support our statements
by numerical examples in three space dimensions.
The final numerical task is the solution of a sparse linear system of équations. For that we favor Krylov space
itérations, like the conjugate gradient method, which can easily be modified to our needs. Since the condition
number of the stiffness matrix grows like one over the square of the discretization step size, a preconditioning
of the system is imperative. There is a straightforward way of preconditioning. It will be analyzed in Section 6.
Though this way of preconditioning is not optimal, which we will prove by analytical statements as well as
numerical experiments, it impresses by efficiency and simple implementation.
Our results in Section 6 finally solve an open problem addressed by Glowinski, Rieder, Wells and Zhou [21].
We comment on this in Remark 6.7.
The paper ends with a discussion of the results in Section 7.
A multitude of articles deals with fictitious domain methods. The papers by Glowinski et al. [19, 20, 21] and
Wells and Zhou [35] are akin to the present one. Ficititious domain methods using finite element grids aligned
with dQ have been investigated, e.g., by Börgers and Widlund [2], Kuznetsov, Finogenov and Supalov [27] and
Nepomnyaschikh [30]. An abstract theory of fictitious domain techniques has been developed by Nepomnyaschikh
[29], see also Oswald [33] and Xu [37].
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2. FICTITIOUS DOMAIN FORMULATION OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM

Let Q a U , d ^ 2, be a bounded domain with finite perimeter and Lipschitz continuous boundary dQ where
Q is located on one side of the boundary. For the details see the TV0' ^domains of Wloka [36]. These will be our
assumptions on the geometry of Q throughout the paper unless stronger assumptions are explicitly required.
We associate the bilinear form a (2.1) with the boundary value problem (1.1),

(2.1)

a(u,v)=\

((A Vu). Vv + auv) dx .

Then, the weak formulation of the Dirichlet problem (1.1) is given by
find u e Hl{Q) with ydQ u = g such that
(2.2)
a(u9v)=\
where ydQ : Hl(Q)

—> Hv2(dQ)

f

fi)

dxholds foTBllv s

H0(Q)

represents the trace operator satisfying

with a positive constant C . We refer, e.g., to Wloka [36] for a detailed description of the trace operator as well
as the L2-Sobolev spaces H\Q) = WS2{Q) and Hs( dQ) = Ws2(dQ). By H\(Q) we dénote the space
A proof of the following well-known existence and uniqueness resuit can be found, for instance, in the books
of Glowinski [18] and Hackbusch [22].
THEOREM 2.1: Let Q aUd be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary. Assume that the matrix
A = {a(j | 1 ^ i,j ^ d} with entries a{- G L°°(Q) satisfies
(2.4)

(A( . ) Ç,Ç )

R

^ p || Ç ||2R. a.e. in Qfor ail £, G Ud

for some f$ > 0. Further, let a be in L°°(Q) with a{x) ^ 0 a.e. in Q. Then, the variational problem (2.2) with
a as in (2.1) has a unique solution u e Hl(Q) provided ƒ'^ L2(Q) and g e
Hm(dQ).
Let D ci Rd be an open rectangle (Cartesian product of open intervals) which covers Q. We now define the
periodic Sobolev space Hxp{ D ) by
(2.5)

Hxp(J2) := {v € Hl(C\) I v is periodic w.r.t 8D} .

Suppose that D = (0, l)d,
2 > 0. Then the periodicity in (2.5) has to be understood by
i>( . + £«) = !>(.) for ail ne Zd.
Let A : • -> Ud x d as well as â : • -^ R be extensions of A : Q -^ Ud x d and a : Q -^ R, respectively, that
is, A | D = A and â\Q = a. With those we define an extension â of the bilinear form a (2.1) by

(2.6)

â(u,v)
:=
â(u,
v):=\

((A Vu) .Vü + âuv) dx .
Je
in
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Now, we consider the variational problem (2.7),
find ü <= Hyi D ) with ydQû = g such that
(2.7)

ifâ( M, v ) =

i
fvdx holds for ail u e H ( D ) with ya<3 v = 0 ,

which is the fictitious domain formulation of the Dirichlet problem (2.2). Hère, ƒ : • —» R is an extension of
ƒ : £2 ^ R.
In Lemma 2.2 we analyze the solvability of (2.7) and link (2.2) to (2.7).
LEMMA 2.2: Let the open rectangle • cover Q. Further, let the above defined extensions
Â = {â(j I 1 ^ Uj ^ d}, a. and f fulfill: â~ e L ~ ( D ) , â e L°°(D) wiï/i â ( x ) ^ a 0 > 0 <2.e. in D and
ƒ e L 2 ( G ) . Suppose that Â satisfies (2.4) where A is replaced by Â and Q by D.
If the boundary value g is in Hm(dQ)
then the fictitious domain formulation (2.7) has a unique solution
ü G / / * ( • ) which coïncides with the solution u of (2.2) in Q.
Proof: The key is the existence of an extension g G Hl0(O) of g with ydQ g = g, see, e.g., Wloka [36]. The
unique solvability of (2.7) follows now by standard techniques which can be found, e.g., in the books of Glowinski
[18] and Hackbusch [22].
Finally, w := u - ü vanishes on dû, i.e., w e H\(Q).
Further a(w, v)=Q for ail v e H\(Q).
Setting
v — w yields 0 = a ( w, w ) ^ min {/?, a 0 } || w \\ 2H^rQ^ which implies that u = ü in Q.
D

3. GALERKIN DISCRETIZATION OF THE FICTITIOUS DOMAIN FORMULATION

The fictitious domain formulation (2.7) is well suited for a Galerkin-type discretization. To that end we will
replace / Ï T 1 ( L J ) in (2.7) by a finite dirnensional approximation space= Also we will need a numerical realizable
approximation to the trace operator ydQ.
For several reasons mentioned in the introduction we favor scaling function spaces as approximation spaces
in our Galerkin scheme. We therefore sketch the concept of scaling functions and some of its implications needed
throughout the paper.
3.1. Scaling functions
A function <p G L2(Ud)
(3.1)

is called scaling function if it satisfies the following scaling or refinement équation
(p(x) = 2dl2 2

hk(p(2x-k).

In the sequel we will only consider scaling functions with compact support. Then the séquence
h = {hk}ke jd of real numbers is finite.
Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (3.1) we realize that any non-trivial scaling function has a
non-vanishing mean value. Thus, we assume the normalization
2

d

q?(x)dx= 1. Further, we require that the
"Rd

integer translates of (p generate a Riesz System in L (R ), that is, we have the norm équivalence
(3.2)

ckq>( • - * )

IUa(ii-)

~ IMIf'cz')

fora11

CG

^ 2 (Z r f ).
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A scaling function (p is of order N if the polynomials up to degree TV - 1 can be expressed by linear combinations
of the integer translates of (p. Scaling functions of order 1 satisfy, see, e.g., Fix and Strang [16],

(3.3)

1= 2

<P(X ~ &) -

Typical examples for scaling functions with the above requirements are B-splines, several kinds of box splines
and the Daubechies scaling functions whose integer translates are even orthonormal.
We now turn to an appropriate periodic setting. Essential properties of scaling functions carry over to their
periodized versions.
Let ƒ be in L2Q{ Ud), the space of compactly supported square integrable functions. We define the periodization
[ƒ] of ƒ by [ƒ]( . ) := 2 ƒ( - + r ) . The operator [ . ] maps L20(Rd) into L2(U) ={v G L 2 ( D ) I v is
re Zd

periodic w.r.t. dD} where • = [0, l ] d . For convenience we set
(3.4)

À'=ïfi,k]

fl>k(.):=2dl/2f(2l.-k).

where

With a scaling function tp we associate the spaces Vp (3.5), l e f^l0, of dimension 2d\
Vp := span {<p[ \ k e ZdJ) a L2p{U) ,

(3.5)
where ZdJ :=Zd/{2lZd).
nested, Le., VpczVpl+r
3.2.

The refinement équation (3.1) is inherited by <p[. Consequently, the spaces Vp are

Galerkin discretization of (2.7)

We choose the fini te dimensional spaces V^(3.5) as approximation spaces in our Galerkin scheme. The
underlying scaling function (p is supposed to be in Hl(W*). Without loss of generality we restrict our
considérations to the fictitious domain • = (0, l)d. So, Vp is a subspace of Hp(\Z\).
It will prove convenient to use the following notation. We define the index set
(3.6)

mx := {m e ZdJ \ (supp (plmn\3)0

ndQ ^ 0 }

which contains the indices of those basis functions having supports whose interiors intersect the boundary of
Q {$ for boundary). Next we introducé the approximation y1 : Vp —> Vp to the trace operator ydQ :

(3.7)

/(»,):= 2 > t * V *
k G mi

if

*i= S

v

i,k^

kz zd>l

»/>teR

Now we have all ingrédients to discretize (2.7) by the variational problem (3.8),
find ux G Vp with yl{üx) = yl{gx) such that
(3.8)

à{ üp v, ) =

fvx dx holds for ail vx G VP with y\ vt ) = 0 .

In (3.8), g t e Vp is a function whose trace ydQ gx approximates the boundary value g, cf. (1.1b). A detailed
définition of g l will be given later.
vol. 32, n° 4, 1998
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Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 problem (3.8) has a unique solution üv
4. CONVERGENCE AND ERROR ESTIMATES

We start with some preparing considérations. We introducé two more index sets, the "interior" and "exterior"
indices:
9t := {m G ZdJ | supp q>lmr\U<z Q)
Any

vl G Vp

can

be

split

according

to

and

Sx := Id'l\{S>l u Stx} .

vt = vf + vf + yl(vl)

where

vf := 2 vt k <p[ and
K E 3* f

vf := 2 vt k (plk. Please note that vf and vf have disjoint supports. Therefore, both parts üf and üf of the
solution ül of (3.8) are decoupled. The interior part ux is uniquely determined as the solution of the homogeneous
variational problem (4.1),
findwf e Vf ^suchthat
(4.1)

a(üf,vt)=

| ^dbc-

Here, Vf ^ := {vt e Vf | ^ = üf} c J/J
THEOREM 4.1: Adopt the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2. Let u and ül be the solutions of (2.2) and (3.8), respectively.
Then, there is a positive constant Cs so that

(4.2)

|| i< - üt\\H*KQ) ^ C 5 inf { II u - w j l ^ ^ j | wt E Vp, with y\w})

= y\g})}

.

Proof: We have that
(4.3)

a(u, vl) = (f, u / ) L 2 (Q)

and

a(ün vt) = <ƒ, ü , ) ^ ^

for all f; G Vf . The right relation cornes from (4.1) since üt and üf + yl{gt) coincide in ü. Subtracting the
right from the left equality yields a(u — üp vt) = 0 for all vte Vf J . Actually, we have that
a(u - üv Vj) = 0 for all vt e V^ with y\vt) = 0. We can now proceed as in the proof of Cea's lemma, see,
e.g„ Glowinski [18, p. 327].
•

4.1. H7-error in Q
In this section we analyze the infimum on the right-hand side of (4.2). The following investigations are related
to the space
Vj( Q ) := span {cplm \ m e âStv 3>t}

which is spanned by those basis functions whose supports intersect Q. Since Q a • , Vt(Q) does not contain
periodized basis functions for / sufficiently large. Thus, we henceforth assume the représentation
(4.4)

Vt(Q) = span{ç?/m | m G ^ u ^ }
M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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for ail /. The space Vt(Q) is a subspace of V, := s p a n { ^ m \ m G Zd} as soon as we identify the équivalence
classes in %d'1 with their representers in [0,2^—1] . We associate the discretization step size Sl = 2~ with
\\ (resp. with V^Q) and Vf).
We require additional properties of the underlying scaling function (p. In the sequel we will employ the Jackson
or direct estimate (4.5): there is a séquence of projection operators Pl:L2(Rd)
—» Vz, / G N O , two positive
numbers v, TV and a non-negative number # such that
\\f-Pif\\H-t«')*CA~s\\f\\Hï#)

(4.5)

fora11

/e^(Kd)

where s ^ t, 0 ^ s < q + v and 0 ^ t ^ N. The positive constant C 7 does not depend on / or ƒ. Further
we will rely on the Bernstein or inverse estimate (4.6),
(4.6)
where

H^IIH'(^)

Q^s^t<q

^ CBöSi"tWvîWH\ud)

+ v and CB > 0 is independent

fora11

v

i ^

v

n

of ft a n d /.

REMARK 4,2: Let (p be a scaling function of order N which permits the construction of biorthogonal wavelets
and which générâtes a Riesz System (3.2) in L2(Md). Then, both estimâtes (4.5) and (4.6) are valid where
v > 0 is the Hölder exponent of the q-th order derivatives of (p. Furthermore, the operators Pt are explicitly given
by

(4-7)

P,f:= X (Afc.»W)?>i.n.
m e Zd

where (p is the dual scaling function to <p.
These results originale in the work of Dahmen and Kunoth [10].
Tensor product s of B-splines are scaling functions with the required properties. Likewise, certain kinds of box
splines belong to this class of functions as well, see Dahlke, Latour and Gröchenig [9].
In view of the above remark we restrict our attention to scaling functions belonging to biorthogonal wavelets,
see, e.g., Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau [8] for an introduction to biorthogonal wavelets.
Let (p be a dual scaling function to cp so that
SU

(4.8)

PP <Pc

SU

PP <P •

The examples in [8] show that (4.8) is not a restrictive assumption. We set S := supp <p. Then,
St m := öt( m + S ) is the support of (p{ m.
Up to now we did not specify the approximation Q{ e Vpt of the boundary value g, cf. (3.8). From now on let
g be a square integrable extension of g to • . We define
01: =
me

We would like to apply the global Jackson and Bernstein estimâtes to achieve a local error estimate (over
Q). For that reason we recall the existence of a bounded linear extension operator EB\ Hr{B) —> Hr{ Ud) which
fulfills
(4.10)

I I ^ / I I ^ R - ) ^ CE\\f\\HrCB),0** r ^ s, and EBf=f

a.e. i n B

provided the bounded domain ö c ï ï r f has a sufficiently smooth boundary. If B enjoys our standard assumptions
on Q, see Section 2, then (4.10) holdstrue for s, r G N and the positive constant CE dépends only on s and B, see,
e.g., Wloka [36].
vol. 32, n° 4, 1998
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To guide the reader we give a brief outlook on what follows in the remainder of this subsection. We start with
a fundamental inequality in Lemma 4.3. Based on this resuit we present an optimal Z^-error estimate in
Theorem 4.4 as far as an a priori knowledge of the solution near the boundary is available. Theorem 4.5 contains
a non-optimal convergence resuit under comparatively weak requirements.
We dénote the diameter of a set M a Ud and the distance of a point x e Rd to M in the Euclidean norm by
diam M and dist(x, M), respectively.
LEMMA 4.3: Let q> be a scaling function satisfying (4.5) and (4.6) with Pt from (4.7) for
1 < q + v ^ N. Further, let there exist a domain QE with an arbitrary smooth boundary such that
Ù c QE and ÙE c: • •
If the solution ü of the Dirichlet problem (2.7) is in H\QE) for some f e [l,iV] and üx solves (3.8) with the
boundary constraint (4.9) then

(4-11)

ll"

for l sufficiently large. The positive constant CF in (4.11) dépends on QE, N and (p.
Proof: The stated estimate follows immediately by (4.2) when choosing wl in a special way, namely as

f

l

<Plm+

Obviously, wf e V^Q),

yl(wt) = yl(gt),

and w ^ ^ w j ^ . Now,

(4.2)

^ Cs( II EQu - Pt EQu || ff l(Rrf) + || P, EQu - w, ||ff
Next we apply the Jackson and Bernstein inequalities, that is,

where we also used (4.10). It remains to estimate the L -norm of
p E

i aEa - w, = 2
me @t

(EQsa ~ 9 ' hm)L\S,.)

<Pum •
'

Let m an arbitrary element of 0SV The support St m intersects dû, cf. (4.8). Therefore the distance of a point
x G Slm to dQ is bounded by dist ( x, 3Q ) ^ diam 5, m = ôt • diam 51. Consequently, the support Sl m lies
completely inside QE if / is sufficiently large. Then EQEÜ\^ = Ü\§ , see (4.10), and we finally end with
1/2

where we have first used (3.2) and then the Cauchy inequality. •
In the foliowing theorem we require the regularity M e H2(QE). This regularity applies under suitable
smoothness assumptions (in QE) on the coefficients of the bilinear form a (2.6) and the right-hand side ƒ of (2.7),
see, e.g., Hackbusch [22, Chapter9].
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THEOREM 4.4: Let the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3 be satisfied and let the solution ü of (2.7) be in
Furthermore, we require that
ü — g G %>l' (Tt)

aswellas

where Tz = {y G • | dist ( j , dQ) < r}, T > 0, satisfying

Vü\dQ — Vg

H2(QE).

\BQa.e.

Tt c QE. Then,

when l is sufficiently large and where Ce is a positive constant.
Proof: In a first step we provide an auxiliary estimate. Let ƒ E <êl' m(D), D czRd open, and let x, y e D be
two points whose Connecting line segment [x, y] lies in ZX The mean value theorem in intégral form implies that
(4.13)
Now we set f:=ü~g
ztëQ
be
given

e (êhm(Tt).
Both, ƒ and Vf vanish on dQ. Let x € FT be arbitrary and let
by
dist (*, dQ) = ||x - zH^.
Clearly,
[x, z] c: TT.
By
(4.13)
and

f(x) =f(x) -f(z) ~ (Wizlz\ü(x)~g(x)\

x)Rd we get
^^~

\\ü-g\\^,ia(Tr)dist(x,dQ)m

for all x G TT

The latter inequality yields

for / such large that öl. diam 5 $ T . The constant C dépends only on S and d. Since the cardinality of Ml grows
like 5j " d, the proof ends by applying (4.11).
•
The essential assumption ü - g G # l f 1/2( T r ) of Theorem 4.4 might be satisfied, though neither ü nor g are
in <êXyV (TT). It suffices that g reproduces the V1*v -singular behavior of M in a vicinity of dQ. If
we <Sl'l2{Tx) (see, e.g., Gilbarg and Trudinger [17] for sufficient conditions) then any <5f1' 1/2-extension of gf
locally around dQ will do the job whenever its first order dérivâtes agrée with the ones of ü on dQ.
Of course, non-optimal H ^convergence holds under weaker assumptions.
THEOREM 4.5: Let (p be a scaling function satisfying (4.5) and (4.6) with Pt front (4.7) for
1 < q + v ^ N. Let QE be as in Lemma 43.
Suppose that the solution u ofthe Dirichletproblem (2.2) is in H + f( Q ) and that g is in H + r( QE) for some
tG [O,JV- 1].
If the extension operator EQ meets (4.10) with s = t+ 1 then
(4.14)

\\"~ üthw

^ CSS'tWuW^* ,(B)+ôî\\Eau

- g\\H>+ iiQE))

as l —> oo where X = min {1/2 - p, t} for any p > 0.
Proof: The first part of the proof is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.3. In the définition of
wt we replace EQü by EQ u and obtain
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Estimating the sum in (4.12) we realize that
\\PlEQ

u - W J

^ CT\\EQ

L W )

u-g

\

where CT is a positive constant and where T= [y e • | dist (y, dQ) < T&J with ût = 3l. diamS. Let l be such
large that Ta QE. Since ydQ(EQ u - g ) = 0 both inequalities of Lemma 6.1 of Bramble and Pasciak [4] may
be used to estimate

wich ends the proof of (4.14).

•

Remark 4.6: The error in (4.14) has the non-optimal decay &(ö]/2 ~p), p > 0, as / —» «> provided
we H1 + \Q) and g e Hl + \QE), t 5= 1/2. This order of decay comes arbitrarily close to the order achieved
in using the Lagrange ^0-finite element for a polygonal boundary approximation of non-convexe domains, see
Hackbusch [22, Chapter8.6] as well as Strang and Fix [34, Chapter4.4].
4.2. L2-error in Q
We present a modification of the duality argument by Nitsche [31]. An estimate by Braess [3, Chapter3.1]
inspired the analysis of this section.
We will obtain a non-optimal L2-error estimate. In contrary to the 7/1-setting, the L2-non-optimality cannot be
overcome by a priori information about the solution near the boundary. The reason for that is solely the rough
boundary approximation which has its effects hère in full force.
In the sequel we adopt the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and additionally assume that dQ is ^ 2 and that the entries
of the coefficient matrix A are uniformly Lipschitz continuous in Q.
With the error e := u — üx e Hl(Q) we define the homogeneous problem (4.15),
find w e Hl0( Q ) such that
{
Ç

(4.15)

In (4.15), b is the bilinear form adjoint to a : b(w, v ) := a(v, w). The ellipticity, the continuity as wells as the
regularity carry over from a to b. Especially, (4.15) has a unique solution w fulfilling
(4.16)

\\W\\H\Q)

^

C

H\\eh2(Q)^

see, e.g., Gilbarg and Trudinger [17, Theorem 8.12]. Since the trace ydQ e- g - ydQ g l of e does not vanish
we have that b(w, e) = lkl| 2 j 2 (fl) +

À(g - gt) ds as a conséquence of Green's formula

where

J dQ

X := (A1 Vw) . n

and

n

is

b(zp e) = a{u — üp zt) = 0 for

the

outward

normal

vector

to

dQ. The

équations

in

(4.3)

give

ail zt e Vp{®. We get

-\
JI ÔQ
d

and further
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for ail zl G Vf
where M = m a x i s u p | | A ( J C ) | | ^ , IIe* II £-(£)[* ^
| Â O ) | « M | | V ( x ) | | R , , (2.3) and*(4.16):

HAIIÎ^, ^ M22 g

(4-18)

7=1

e
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estimate the L 2 -norm of X employing

2

fff* f _ ^ M2Cl
ClCl Cl\\e\\\n).

4.7: Let g be in H22{QE) with QE as in Lemma 43. Adopt the assumptions from above and the
hypotheses on cp of Lemma 43. Then,
LEMMA

(4-19)

llö-ëzllz.'cao) ^

Cgà7~*\\9\\H\aE)

for l sufficiently large and any e > 0. In (4.19), Cg is a positive

constant.

Proof: For / large enough we have that gt \ Q = Pl EQ g \Q. Further,

0 < e ^ 1/2, which follows from the trace theorem, sees e.g., Wloka [36]. Finally,

which implies (4.19) by (4.5) and (4.10).
•
We plug both inequalities (4.19) and (4.18) into (4.17) and get ( 0 < e ^ 1/2)
(4.20)

\\e\\hw

^ CL(\\e\\H>ws*(w)

+ Sf ~ '\\g

\\H.(a£)\\e\\LHn))

where s#(w) := inf { ||w — zt\\H^Q^ \ zl e Vf } and CL is a suitable positive constant In Theorem 4.5 we have
already analyzed the infimum sé(w) implicitly.
4.8: Let w G H2(Q) be the solution of (4.15) fulfilling (4.16). Let (p be as in Theorem 4.5. Then there
is a positive constant Ce such that
LEMMA

(4.21)
for

/ J Ï ( O )

|,

f

e

\

L

^

Q

)

any p > 0.

Proof: The infimum can be bounded by the right-hand side of (4.14) where we have to replace u = w,
£ = 0 and t= 1 : j ^ ( w ) ^ Cô\12'p\\w\\H2{Qy
The proof ends by (4.16).
•
Plugging (4.21) into (4.20) finally yields (e, ^ > 0 )

for l sufficiently large and where CL is again a suitable positive constant. Applying the results of the Theorems 4.4
and 4.5 we find the following L2-estimates.
THEOREM 4.9: Let <p and QE be as in Lemma 43. Let g be in H (QE)- Adopt the assumptions on dQ and A
from above. Then,
II « vol. 32, n° 4, 1998
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for l sufficiently large and fi > 0. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 we have

for l sufficiently large and fi > 0. In any of the above estimâtes CL dénotes another positive constant.
The non-optimal L2-estimates are caused by the approximation error (4.21). This error is essential by the chosen
kind of boundary approximation via yl. The constraint / ( f , ) = 0 forces zero not only on dQ but also on the
strip
dQl:= \J

(4.22)

supp<plm.

m e âSt

This strip has width diam ( supp <p ) . öt in gênerai. Consequently, one cannot expect a better order of convergence
than 1/2. In this sense the estimate (4.21) is optimal.
In the finite element theory this corresponds to the use of rectangular éléments for an approximation of
curvilinear boundaries leading to the same error decay as in (4.21), see, e.g., Strang and Fix [34, Chapter4.4].
4.3. H'-error in the interior of Q
The effects caused by an inadequate extension of g are locally in nature. So we expect the validity of optimal
error estimâtes in the interior of Q independent of the behavior of g in the vicinity of dQ.
The interior estimâtes we need are due to Nitsche and Schatz [32]. Bertoluzza [1] showed that our approximation spaces Vt( Q ) (4.4) possess the properties to apply the theory of Nitsche and Schatz as far as the scaling
function <p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3. Therefore we have
(4.23)

I I « " «il!*•<*>>

for / sufüciently large and s e {u, l}, 1 ^ K iV, /? e No. The domains QQ, Qx and Q are nested:
Qo a Qv

Qx cz Q.

4.10: Let u e H2(Q) and g e H2(QE) with QE front Lemma 4.3. Furthen we adopt the remaining
assumptions of Theorem 4.5. The domains QQ9 Ql and Q are nested as explained above. Then there is a positive
constant C]N such that
THEOREM

for l sufficiently large and fi > 0.
Proof: We apply (4.23) with s = l, t=2 and p = 0. Since \\u — üt \\ L\Q^ ^ II u - üt || L 2 (i3) we may
apply the first inequality of Theorem 4.9.
•
In the interior of Q we achieve virtually the optimal Z^-error estimate, however, under negligible assumptions
on the extension g of the boundary value g.

5. ASPECTS CONCERNING THE NUMERICAL REALIZATION

In this section we investigate the structure of the linear system of équations being equivalent to the variational
problem (3.8). We will concentrate on the génération of the stiffness matrix and some of its properties. In that
we will take care to manage without an explicit parametrization of the boundary of Q. The minimal geometrie
information we allow will be a digitalized version of the characteristic function xQ of Q. In this respect we will
be able to develop a program code which is independent of the shape of the domain. A complicated and
time-consunüng grid génération adapted to the domain is canceled.
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5.1. The linear System
Let Af e B 1 '

xZ

' be the stiffness matrix with entries
(Al)k r:=â{(plk,q>lr),

(5.1)
and let f\ =S R
matrix M^ € R

b e t h e vector with c o m p o n e n t s ( ît )k :=
l_dJ xx

'

and a vector g^ G IR

ftpk dx, k G Z ' . F u r t h e r m o r e w e define a d i a g o n a l

representing ô O ,
M:

(5 2)

r7 k G ZdJ ,

k = r a n d ^, r

G

^^

( M ^ ^ r : = j o : otherwise

gd
containing the boundary data: (g/)^ -= I 9
<i>kdx, k G (R , see (4.9). We consider the

linear System
" find K, e R( ƒ - Mz ) as the unique solution of
w-3)

W(r /_ —
n , fMl^) A
MM
Ut )f ( f—
Mr o 1
Ajr'(ƒ/——MM^1f H
) Uj- =f / (- / —
^ À
—A

Hère, R(Z —M;) dénotes the range of I - Mv The solution üt of (3.8) is now given by

i

2
Jk e ^ u ^

ihl

2
Jfc e

Krylov space methods are well suited for the numerical solution of the System (5.3), for instance, the conjugate
gradient method and its modifications for non-symmetrie problems. These itérative schemes have only to be
restricted to the subspace R ( / — Mt) of [R which can be realized easily enough. Thus, we can rely on the simple
ordering of the (Cartesian) index set 2 ' . This reduces the coding effort as well as the run time considerably since
the simple data structures allow f ast memory access times.
The code can be designed independently of the geometry of the domain Q as far as Mt is considered as an input
to the program. This is a former advantage of our fictitious domain approach. In Section 5.2 we will see how to
extract the matrix MI from a discrete version of the characteristic fonction of Q.
In the sequel we identify the équivalence classes in Z^'* with their representers in {0,..., 2l — l]d and vice
versa.
Next we will résolve the structure of A r For convenience we assume that the coefficients A and a of the bilinear
form (2,1) are extended periodically w.r.t dO by Â and a, cf. Section 2.
In Computing (At)k r we typicallyhave to deal with intégrais like
$',:= f c ( x ) D e ' <plk(x) DeJ (plr(x) dx
in
where c is periodic due to our assumption from above, Le., c( . + n) = c( . ) for all n G Zrf. By et we dénote
the ï-th canonical unit vector in Rrf. We rewrite the intégrais c^ r using the définition (3.4) of the (plk ' s, the
periodicity of c and letting K := k - r e Z :
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Let d i a r n ^ ^ := max { \\y — z || ^ | j , z e *M\ be the diameter of the set *M a IR measured w.r.t. the maximum
norm || . H^. We set S = supp <p.
Since (S + q) r\ S = & if q e Ud with
\\q||TO ^ diamTC S we have that ^(/?, k - r) = 0 for
| | A : - r - 2 / / 7 | | o o ^ diarn^ 5*. Therefore we are able to restrict the range of p in the above représentation of

(5.4)
pe

where

0>(KJ)

:= {p G Z

L E M M A 5.1: Ler I e

2* ^ 2 diam^ S. 77zen, tóe sef ^ ( T C , l), K & Zd, contains one element

Nè

at most.
Proof: Let p x and p2 be in

/ ) . The estimate
- ic|L+

implies

\\p1 - p 2 \\ ^ < 2~l 2 d i a r n ^ 5 ^ 1 .

Hence,

p1 =p2.

D

COROLLARY 5.2: Adopt the assumptions of Lemma 5.1. Let diarn^ 5 ^ 1 . Further, let k and r be in ZdJ such
that for any m e {l, ..., d] either \km - rm\ < diam^ S or 2l - diam^ S < \km - rm\ ^ 2l - 1 holds true.
Then the set &(k— r, Z) contains only the element p with components

(5 5)

Pm

'

°

=

:

2l - diam^ S < \km - rm\ ^ 2l - 1 *

Proof: Let K — k — r. We claim ihat \Km — 2 pm\ < diamTO S for all m e {l, ..., d}. For
|7cm| < diam^.S our claim follows by ^ = 0. Now, let 2l - diamoo5< |*cm| ^ 2l ~ 1 and let Km be positive,
i.e., Pm~~ 1- This implies - diarn^ S < Km + 2l pm ^ - 1 which gives \Km + 2l pm\ < diam^ S. In
the same manner one deals with Km < 0. The set 3P{k — r, /) contains p (5.5) and p is its only element due
to Lemma 5.1. •
Because the basis functions have a local support, the stiffness matrix At is sparse, of course. The indices of
the zero entries are known a-priori.
LEMMA

5.3: Let k and r be in J.dJ with diam^ S ^ \km - rm\ ^ 2l - diam^ S for some m e {l, ..., d}. Then,
a s

(\)k

r

=

^*

Proof: We will show that &(K,1),
K = k - r, is the empty set. For this we assume there is some
p e &(K,1).
Since diam^ S ^ |*cm| we have that \pm\ ^ 1. However,

tells us that p £ ^ O , /) which contradicts /?e &(K,1).
Thus, &>(K,1) = 0.
•
In assembling the stiffness matrix A z , intégrais of the kind (5.4) have to be evaluated. The efficient computation
of such intégrais has been studied by Dahmen and Micchelli [11] and by Latto, Resnikoff and Tenenbaum [28].
A code realizing the approach of Dahmen and Micchelli has been written by Kunoth [26].
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5.2. Classification of 3X
We concentrate on the génération of the matrix Mp that is, we classify the indices in âSx (3.6). We will f ail in
a correct classification which is numerical realizable. However, we present a good approximation to 0£x which
becomes better as the discretization step size decreases.
Let K be the bail w.r.t. the maximum norm in Ud with smallest possible radius containing the support S of the
scaling function q>. Let £ dénote the center of K. We define the approximation

j£:= 2

(5.6)

'

to the characteristic function XQ °f the domain Q, Note that Cik >= <5;( k -h C ) is the center of
K{ lc:=Sl(k +K). We have the periodization
(5.7)

C,, t = C u + 2 v

qeZd,keZd-1.

The boundary of Q coincides with support of the gradient V/ f l of %Q. This motivate us to define the approximation
§èx to 0tx by
^

:= {r G Z d> ' | there is some Ï Ê { 1 , ..., d} with (De' xQ, <plr)L\o) * ° ) •

The éléments in â$x can be determined easily. We have

In Section 5.1 we have already studied intégrais like {De' <pk, (pr)L\^y
(5.8)

(De- <p\, <p'r)L2{a)

Analogously,

= Ô J l { De' <p(z + 2 ' p - ( k - r ) ) <p(z) d z = : ô~ *
S

JS

where p = p(k, r) is as in (5.5). With the sparse matrix {Y\)k r = ö~ll Flk_ r and the vector
(Xi)k~XQ(CI jfc) we get dJ = r j / ; , i e {l,..., öf}. Fast matrix-vector multiplications enable us to compute the
vectors d) which, in turn, give the set §SX.
So far the connection between 3&x and @£x remained unsettled. We formulate a first resuit in Lemma 5.4. Let
dist^ ( yT, M ) be the distance of the sets Jf, Ji czRd measured in the maximum norm.
LEMMA 5.4: Let the order of the scaling function be 1 at least. Let l e N be such large that
2l > max {2, l/dist ( dD, dÜ )} diamM S. If d i s t j Cz r,d£2) ^ öt diam^ S for r ^ Zd>l, then r is neither in ^St nor
in Êv

Proof: The hypothesis 2Z > max {2, l/dist ( d D , dQ)} diam^ S allows, on one side, the application of
Corollary 5.2, that is, the représentation (5.8) is valid with/? from (5.5). On the other side, it also guarantees that
the part of the support of <plr<t which is in D , does not intersect the boundaries of • and Q simultaneously.
First, we will show that r £ Mv We assume both: r e 3£x as well as dist^ ( £, r, dQ ) ^ ôl diam^ S. That part
of the support of <plr, which lies in • , coincides with Sx r. The boundary of Q intersects Sx r. Therefore,
dist (Ci ri d£2) < ^(diam^ S)/2 which contradicts the assumption.
Finally we show that r é Êv To do so, we define Ur := {k e ZdJ \ Slk_ 2ip r\SUr*
0 } with
p=p(k,r)
from (5.5). We have that
(5-9)
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(Otherwise, both open balls Kx r and Kt k _ 2* intersect, which impries that St k _ 2i n Sx r = 0 . Ho wever this
contradicts k G Ur).It follows from inequality (5.9) that the centers Ci k _ 2* , k G Ur, are located on the same side
of the boundary of Q, i.e., XQ(CI r ) = XQ(CI k-2lP^ f ° r a ^ ^ G ^ N

ke Ur

Since

2

_ r = 0, which follows by (3.3), we obtain rë

•

/te £/

ÔÎ2

Figure 5.1. — Left: sketch of a situation in which r belongs to 081 but not to §à{. The dashed line is the boundary of S, T Marked are all centers
f, k for k e Ur (hère /? = 0). Since all centers lie in Q we have that dj = 0 for ail i, i.e., r <£ é^
Right: sketch of a situation in which r does not belong to ÛSl but to M{. The support S, r is marked (solid line). Also we have drawn the
support St k (dashed line) which intersects Slr and the center of which lies outside Q Ail other centers £, m , m € Ur \{k}, lie in the interior
of Q Thus, there is one ( dj ) r =* 0 which i m plies r G $V

Lemma 5.4 has to be interpreted in the following way. The indices r in âHx belong to basis functions <plr whose
supports are located near the boundary dû. Analytically, this means that dist ( Ci r> dû ) < ôl diam^ S for
r G §tx. Although dist (C, r , dû) < ^(cliam^ s)/2 for r G âBp §&x is not a superset of 'âir There are situations
in which indices of 3&x are not in S&x and vice versa. Such situations are sketched in figure 5.1. For convemence
we considered the tensor product case. The scaling function <p is a <2-fold tensor product of a univariate scaling
function. Hence, S = K (K is the smalle st box containing S)
From a numerical point of view, the pathological situations of figure 5.1 pose no difficulties. The error caused
by the wrong classification according to the left constellation has the same order of magnitude as the discretization
error. Structures of the boundary which are smaller than the discretization step size cannot be resolved in principal.
In constellations depicted on the right we get some boundary indices too many. In the worst case the width of
the strip, where the boundary values are forced, is doubled from ôx( diam^ S )/2 to ôx diam^ S.
Ail things considered we have seen that @8X is a numerical reahzable approximation to ^ which produces an
"approximation error" having the same order of magnitude than the discretization error.
5.3. Numerical experiments
On the basis of two 3D-examples we give an impression on the mode of action of the proposed algorithm. We
consider
(5.10a)
(5.10b)

- a Au + u —f in
u- g

on

Q,

dû,

, 2 e,

where a is a positive constant and A = ^ D e' is the Laplace operator The underlying domain is
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The domain Q has a re-entrant corner. It can be expressed by Q — B\$C where B is the bail with center in the
origin and with radius 0.25. By JT we dénote the right circular cône whose vertex is the origin and which opens
in the direction of the positive x3-axis with angle n/2. We use the cube • = ] — 0.3, 0.3 [ 3 as fictitious domain.
Let 0 be a univariate and weak differentiable scaling function with compact support. We get the scaling
function q> by
<p(x) = <p(xv x2, x3) :=&(xl)

0(x2)<P(x3)

.

The periodization <pk of <pt k is 1-periodic. By the re-scaling <pk(x) := (pk(x/0.6), <pk becomes 0.6-periodic. As
approximation space we accordingly choose
-0.3,0.3[3).

(5.11)

In ail our experiments 0 is the linear B-spline and the discretization le vel is / = 7. Hence,
0.6 .37 = 0.6/128 is the discretization step size. The extensions of the different right-hand sides, the boundary
values and of the coefficients in (5.10) will be obvious because they will be defined everywhere in R .

0.25

0.25

-0.25

Figure 5.2.— Cross sections of the numerical solution ü7 of (5.10) with a - 10
H 7 ( . , . , 0 ), right: « 7 ( . , 0, 0 ) (soüd line) and ƒ( . , 0, 0 ) (dashed line).

4

, f(x)

= xl + x\ + x^, and g = 0.4. Left:

Firstly, we solve (5.10) with a - 10 4, f(x) = xx + x^ + x\, and g = 0.4. Figure 5.2 displays the cross
sections w7( . , . ,0 ) and î/7( . , 0, 0 ). Note that the intersection of Q with the plane x3 = 0 is a circular disk with
radius 0.25 punctured at the origin. Since a is very small, u and hence ü7 approximate ƒ inside Q, ses figure 5.2
(right).
The two diagrams in figure 5.2 demonstrate clearly that the boundary constraints are forced not only on dQ but
also on the strip dQ1 (4.22).
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show different cross sections of the numerical approximation ü7 to the exact solution of
(5.10) with a = l , ƒ = 1, and g = 0.
Both graphs in figure 5.3 belong to the cross sections M7( . , . , - 0.12) and w7( . , . , 0.12). The intersection
of Q with the plane x3 = 0.12 is a circular ring centered in the origin with inner radius 0.12 and outer radius
0.22. The approximation w7( . , . , — 0.12) has to be zero on both boundaries of that circular ring.
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0.005

0.25

-0.25

0,001
0.25

0.25

-0.25

Figure 5.3. — Cross sections of the numerical solution ün of (5.10) with a = 1, ƒ = 1, and g = 0 Top: « 7 ( . , . , - 0 12 ), bottom:
«,(.,.,012).

The diagrams of figure 5 4 show the graphs of w7(0, . , . ) and of M?( + 0 1 2 , . , . ) Hère we do not have "inner"
boundanes The right circular cône Jf" becomes noticeable m the missing radial symmetry of the domains of
intersection

6. PRECONDITIONING

As already explamed in the former section Krylov space methods are well suited for the itérative solution of
the linear System (5.3) In this section we propose a preconditioner for the method of conjugate gradients
(cg) appked to (5 3) We refer to, e g , Deuflhard and Hohmann [15] and Hackbusch [23] for an introduction to
the cg-iteration and the concept of preconditionmg

6.1. Theoretîcal studies
In the sequel we will assume the positive-defimteness of A,, that is, Az is symmetrie and has only positive
eigenvalues For instance, this assumptions holds true when Â and a are as m Lemma 2 2 and when the coefficient
matrix Â of the form â (2 6) is additionally symmetrie
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We identify R
with Uni where nt = 2 . Thus, Az e R n ' x K/. For writing convenience we set
Â/ := {I- Mt) A7 (I-M^.
This matrix, restricted to the subspace R ( Z - M , ) of Rn/, is also positive definite.
So we may apply the cg-iteration to (5.3). It is well known that the performance of the cg-iteration détériorâtes
when the spectral condition number of Â7 gets larger.

0.005

-0.25

0.004

-0.25

0.25

0.25
F i g u r e 5.4. — Cross sections o f t h e n u m e r i c a l

solution w7 o f (5.10)

with

a = 1, ƒ = 1, a n d g = 0. T o p :w 7 ( 0 , . , . ) ,

bottom:

By standard techniques used for instance in the finite element theory, see, e.g., Hackbusch [22], one can show
that cond R(/ _ Mi} (Â 7 ) = &(ôj 2 ) as / —» oo. (We use the notation cond x ( T) for the spectral condition number
of the automorphism T on the finite-dimensional vector space X.) Instead of the ill-conditioned System (5.3) we
rather choose to solve the equivalent symmetrie system
(6.1)
In (6.1), Wz := ( / - M z ) W ^ Z - A f , )
preconditioner for A,, that is,
(6.2)
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/->«>.

W,
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is an
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Interpreting A} as stiffness matrix of a Galerkin scheme with approximation space Vpt applied to the periodic
variational problem
fw dx holds true for ail w e Hlp{ D ) ,

find v G Hp( D ) such that â{ v, w ) =

we immediately find a variety of optimal preconditioners for A,. For instance, we have the Z?i?X-preconditioner,
see Bramble, Pasciak and Xu [5], wavelet preconditioners, see Jaffard [25] and Dahmen and Kunoth [10], as well
as multi-grid preconditioners, see, e.g., Hackbusch [23].
In the remainder of this section we will verify that the condition number of W;I/2AZW;1/2 behaves nicer than the
one of Aj as / —> «», To this end we provide positive numbers y and F such that
1

(6.3)

k

\

Then, condR(/ _ M/) ( W,1/2Â/W/1'2) =£ F/y. The notation C ^ D(C <D) signifies that the matrix D - C is
positive semi definite (positive definite).
The following lemma connects the quality of the preconditioner W, for A, with the quality of the induced
preconditioner Wz for A;. lts obvious proof is omitted.
LEMMA

6.1: Suppose there are positive numbers 9, 6>, X and A such that

(6.4)

0WZ~

Then,

the

inequality

(6.3)

and X(A^1 )~* ^ Â, ^ ^4(^7 )" .

^ A, ^ ÖW;~

is satisfied

with

y~Q,X

and

F=

O .A .

Bef ore we are able to judge the quality of the preconditioner W; via Lemma 6.1 we have to supply positive
numbers X and A for the two-sided inequality on the right side in (6.4). This will take the rest of the section.
For our further investigations we order Z * according to its disjoint splitting Z ' = 3l u Sx u Mp see
Section 4. We arrange the indices belonging to $t u êx in the first place and then those indices belonging to
39v The matrices Al and A;~ ï now have the block structure
\

A

(6-5)

/=(A'
\A12

2

\

A
A

22

/BU

x

)'

A

<

=

\ D 12

/

B

12

( B'\2' B

Ö

where the diagonal blocks are square matrices of dimensions ml= \3>l u St\ and m2 = \$l\, respectively. Both
matrices At and A^ l can be expressed by Âz = A n and At~ * = B n . Writing A~ 1 A, = / in the above block
form we see that
B n A n +B 12 A' 12 = /
These relations firstly imply B n A u = / + A 1 ~

as well as B'12AU

=0.

A12 B 22 A^2 and then

A 1 / 2 R A 1 / 2 — 7 -i- A ~
An Un An - 7+ Au

(f* fC\
^O.O;

+B22A'12

1/2

A R A* A ~
A12 ö 2 2 A12 A n

1/2

^^
>7

which yields X = 1 in (6.4). We are now going to estimate A. For that we rely on (6.6) again. Let Fbe the largest
eigenvalue of the product A222 B 22 A222 , that is, B 22 ^ ^A22 1 . Plugging the latter inequality into (6.6) yields
.1/2

n

.1/2

_

LEMMA 6.2:

j

y .

" 1/2 A

Wfe /zav^

^a/

A - 1 At

A^

m

A " 1/2

A12 A22

1

Ar12 A^

1/2

< /.

Proof: The assertion follows if the Schur complement S := A u - A12 A22 ! AÉ12 is positive definite. Since
S = B n 1 and Bj~ l > 0 we are done. •
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We summarize our provisional resuit in the next lemma.
LEMMA

6.3: Let Y be the largest Eigenvalue of A222 B 2 2 A222 , then

S o far we managed with purely algebraic techniques. The following estimate of Y is based on a représentation
which allows the application of analytical tools. Properties of the underlying bilinear form à (2.6) enter our
investigations crucially.
The eigenvalue Y is the maximal value of the corresponding Rayleigh quotient:

We have that
(6.7)

2

for ail vl G Vp with yl(vt)

i r

2

/

l

= 2 £YW <plk- Hère, y1 is the discrete trace operator defined in (3.7) and

y : 0&l —> {1,..., m2) is the chosen ordering of S£v
Let Ç e [Rmz. We introducé the discrete variational problem (6.8),
u^G Vpt with yl(vt)

(6.8)

^

= ^ ^ (fc) ^^ such that
*
Ü/9 wt) = 0 holds true for all wz e V^ with y\ w ; ) = 0 .

LEMMA 6.4: Le/ vt e Vpx be the unique solution of (6.8) w.r.t. Ce R™2. Then,
(6.9)

(B^É.^^Kt?,).

Proof:
W e expand
vt b y vt= 2 tf^k) ^k+ 2 £y(k)(Pk
z : $j u <f; -^ {l, ..., m^\ is the chosen ordering of 3>t u Sv We have

L

A

12

w

^

o n e

^

e

^ '•

Here,

22

for
one & G !Rm2. This
b will now
be determined.
Because
A n rj = — A 12 ^
we
get
Z? = Aj 2 ?/ + A22 f = ( A22 - A*12 A ^ A 12 ) £. Further, B 22 ! = A 22 — A^12 A:~ A 12 which can be seen
easily. Finally,

which ends the proof of Lemma 6.4. D
Taking (6.7) and (6.9) into account we obtain
(6.10)

Y=max{â(yl(vl)9yl(vl)yâ(vl9vl)
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Under the assumptions of Lem
Lemma 2.2 the bilinear form a is Hp( • )-elliptic and continuous. Thus, there exists a
positive constant Cà such that

Y ^ Cà

max

^

^ Cd C\ Ô~t 2

max

^

where the latter inequality is due to the Bernstein estimate (4.6) which holds correspondingly for the periodic
spaces Vp see Dahmen, Prö(3dorf and Schneider [12, Theorem5.1]. The further procedure is based on the
assumption

where the positive constant Cv does not depend on / or vv In Section 6.2 we will verify (6.11) for the tensor
product approach.
In the next step we estimate || vt ||L2^dQiy For that we require some properties of Q which are of technical nature.
Essentially, the boundary of Q should be the zero set of a continuously differentiable function. Ellipsoidal
domains, especially ball-shaped domains, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6.5.
LEMMA 6.5: Suppose there is a function F : • —» [R which is in ^ ( d ) and whose gradien thas no zéros in
• . Furthermore, let there exist a p > 0 such that the sets Qa := {x e • | F(x) < a} are bounded domains
with Qa < = • for a e \_—fi,fi~\. The domain Q of the boundary value problem (1.1) coïncide with

Qo: Q = Qo.

If l is sufficiently large then there is a positive constant CQ so that

Proof: Let l be such large that dQl a Qp\Q_ g. We define a\ := max ^ and aj := min Jf{ where
>^ = { a e [-/?,/7] I there is some k e 3Sl with Slikr\dQa^
0 } . Hence, dQl a Q^ \QaJ . The transformation rule for Lebesgue intégrais yields

t

' t ^'<^
where dsa dénotes the surface measure on dQa and where p := min || VF(x) \\ Ud > 0. Now we apply (2.3)
yielding

Since OL\ - a~ = F(x) - F(y) ^ max || VF(Ç) \\ Rrf||jc - y ||Rd (D dénotes the closure of • )
for all x e dQa+ and all y e dQaJ , tîie proof ends by
a\ -a~

^ m a x || VF(cJ) || ^ dist (dQaf,

holds true

dQat )

and by dist ( dQaï, dQai ) ^ 2 Sl diam S.
D
Theorem 6.6 is now an easy conséquence of our former results.
THEOREM 6.6: Adopt the assumptions of Lemma 6.5 and suppose that the estimate (6.11) holds. Let Wz be an
optimal pre conditioner for A ; , see (6.2).
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Then there exists a positive constant C w independent of l such that
(6.12)

as

Let a be the H a -inner product. In view of (6.10) we see that Y has to grow like ôl 1 as / —» «>. So the estimate
(6.12) is not too pessimistic but qualitatively correct.
Unfortunately, the optimality of Wj does not carry over to W r Ho wever, the cg-iteration applied to (6.1) is
more efficient than might be expected, not at least because of its simple implementation ( W , has only to be
realized on D ) and its high flexibility (once implemented it can be applied to any Q a • ).
In a finite element setting Börgers and Widlund [2] proposed a preconditioner which is akin to our method and
enjoys the same non-optimality. Besides the restriction to two space dimensions and to linear éléments, their
approach has the further disadvantage that a triangulation adapted to the boundary of the domain is needed.
Not surprisingly, our preconditioner fits neatly into the abstract framework of the fictitious space lemma due
to Nepomnyaschikh [29], see also Oswald [33] and Xu [37].
Remark 6.7: Glowinski et al. [21] proposed a preconditioned cg-iteration for the numerical solution of a penalty
formulation of (1.1). However, no analytical estimate of the condition number was given. Since our more gênerai
approach covers the method of Glowinski et al. the missing estimate is finally supplied by Theorem 6.6.
6.2. Vérification of the estimate (6.11)
d

Here we provide a proof of (6.11) when <p is the d-fold tensor product <p(x) = I I ^(*,-) of the univariate
scaling function & with compact support in [0, 71], T e M. Let the integer translafes of <P be locally linear
independent w.r.t. the interval [0,1], that is,
(6.13)

ck®(

.-k)

=0

in

for all

[0,

ke

si,

ke :

where si = {k e Z | supp 0( . - k) n ]0, 1[ =£ 0 }. For instance, all B-splines share the property (6.13).
Local linear independence guarantees the existence of a positive constant Cu such that
(6.14)
ke sé

ke sé

It will be convenient to use the foliowing notation. Let Ek := [0, 1] + k, k G Z , be the translated unit cube.
We introduced Ek since the intersection Sl m n Sx r of the supports of <px m and q>x r can be written as disjoint union
of the dilated cubes Ôx Ek. To a set B a W we associate the index set
&(B)

:= {k G Zd | SQtk n B * 0 } .

LEMMA 6.8: Let <P be a univariate scaling function satisfying (6.13) and let the multivariate scaling function
d

cp be defined by <p(x) = I I &(X()Then, the integer translates of <p are locally linear independent
B ~ \J supp <p0 r with arbitrary JM <Z Z . More precisely we have
(6.15)

\Ck\

for all c e l ( Z ) where Cu is the constant from (6.14).
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Proof: We split B into disjoint cubes, Le., B = {J Em with a suitable 2£ a Zd. Let v :=

f

2

-

JB

me &

f

mE

2

ck ç0 k, Now,

jfce ^ ( t f )

(*)|2<fe. We have

^ J Em

f

_

2

U

rel

as an immédiate conséquence from (6.14). Hence,

Kl 2 -

|ü(x)| 2 dx 5= Cdu

Since # " ( 5 ) - U ^ ( ^ m ) we get
Let Vj= 2

v

e

i k*Pk ^T- ^

or

E

2

|c r | 2 ^

E

|cj 2 .

•

* sufficiently large we have that

A straightforward calculation shows that
KllL2(ar2')=

vlk<p(x-k)

dx where B - 1J supp <p0 r.

Applying (6.15) we estimate the right-hand side of the above equality from below by

THEOREM 6.9: Let the scaling functions 0 and <p be as in Lemma 6.8. Then, the estimate (6.11) holds true for
l sufficiently large.
Proof: Let / such large that (6.16) applies. The local linear independence of 0 implies the norm équivalence
(3.2) for <p. Consequently,

with C(p>0. Because âStcz^(B)

where B= U supp ^ 0 fc, the stated estimate (6.11) with Cy^
r e âSl

results from (6.17).

•

6.3. Numerical examples
We demonstrate the performance of our preeonditioned cg-iteration by a variety of numerical examples.
Ail computations are based on the boundary value problem (5.10) in dimensions d = 2 and d=3 where
a = 1, ƒ = 1, and g = 0. The domain Q is always the bail Q = {x e Rd | ||JC|| Rd < 0.25}. The fictitious domain
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is the cube • = [-0.3,0.3]**. The approximation spaees Vpt are realized as in (5.11) where the underlying
scaling function is a tensor product. We considered four univariate scaling fonctions, namely the linear ( B2 ), the
quadratic (B 3 ) and the cubic (B 4 ) B-splines as well as the Daubechies scaling function (DS 3 ) of order 3.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 display the number of itération steps S needed by the cg-method to yield a relative residue
smaller than 0.01, that is,

y - (I-M,) f, || r , < 0.01 . |K/~M7) f,

(6.18)

(Note that g{ = 0 in our examples). In (6.18), o is the »S~th iterate of the cg-iteration applied either to (5.3) or
(6.1) started with the initial guess o° = 0.

Table 6.1. — 2D-example. Number of itération steps 5 to satisfy (6.18). Left table (top): c#-iteration applied to (5.3), right table (top):
e^-iteration applied to (6.1) where Wt is the BPJf-preconditioner. Table on the bottom; cg-iteration applied to (6.1) where Wf is the wavelet
preconditioner.

l
B2
B3
B4
DS3

5

6

7

12 25
7 15
6 13
24 64

8

52 105
31
64
26 54
134 413

9

10

l

5

6

349
191
144
1098

860
525
448
2 986

B2
B3
B4
DS3

7
6
7
12

10 14 20 29
8 12 17 24
12 18 27 41
18 26 38 54

l

5

6

7

8

9

10

B 2 , 2 2^

7
13

9
19

15
31

22
45

35
71

58
111

DS3

7

8

9

10
53
37
64
81

Table 6.2. — 3D-example. Number of itération steps S to satisfy (6.18). Left table: cg-iteration applied to (5.3), (n.c. = not computed). Right
table: eg-iteration applied to (6.1) where Wt is the 2?PX-preeonditioner.
/

B2
B3
B4
DS3

5

6

7

11 24
50
6 14 30
8 12 25
28 70 212

8

l

5

6

175
100
84
n.c.

B2
B3
B4
DS3

6
7
10
12

9 12 20
10 15 23
17 29 51
18 27 49

7

8

Ail our numerical experiments confirm the theory. Without a preconditioning the number of itération steps
doubles at least as the discretization step size is halved. The application of an optimal preconditioner for the
periodic problem, Le., for At, reduces the number of necessary itération steps significantly. Moreover, S grows
only with about the factor 1.5 when the discretization step size is divided by 2. As predicted by the theory this
behavior is independent of the space dimension d.
Table 6.1 shows results w.r.t. two optimal preconditioners for A,. These are the BPX- and a certain wavelet
preconditioner. The wavelet preconditioner dépends on the chosen dual (biorthogonal) scaling function. In our
computations with the linear B-spline B2 we used its dual 2 2<p constructed by Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau
[8, Section 6.A]. We also tested the wavelet preconditioner in case of the Daubechies scaling function DS3. Hère
DS3 coincides with its dual.
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At a first glance the BPX- and the wavelet preconditioner seem to be of comparable efficiency. As soon as we
consider the computational effort this impression changes. The wavelet preconditioner can be interpreted as a
"sum" of 2d RPX-preconditioners. Hence, the computational effort for the wavelet preconditioner is about 2d times
the effort of the ZJPX-preconditioner. This factor even increases when the support of the dual scaling function is
much larger than the one of the scaling function.
It is worthwhile to mention that the quality of the preconditioner Wz is not affected when the underlying
boundary value problem has less than full elliptic regularity. Indeed, the statement of Theorem 6.6 holds without
regularity assumptions. For numerical experiments in this situation we refer to Glowinski et al. [21].
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed an embedding method for Dirichlet problems in Ud, d ^ 2. The underlying leading
idea was its convenient implementation for domains with complicated boundaries. Its further advantages hâve
been reported in détail on the previous pages. Therefore, we address hère two aspects of the algorithm which shall
be improved in future research.
First of ail, the accuracy of the computed solution gets worse near the boundary. The reasons hâve been
explained. One way to overcome this dilemma could be as follows. We discretize the boundary value problem
based on a low order scaling function. The resulting approximate solution is used to define an improved boundary
approximation gt w.r.t. a scaling function of higher order. This could prove to be a practical approach realizing
the assumptions of Theorem 4.4.
Itérative solvers with a convergence rate indépendant of the mesh size would additionally increase the
attractiveness of our scheme. We think of multigrid methods whose prolongation and restriction operators take
spécial care of the boundary components. Such local techniques hâve been employed successfully for free
boundary value problems, see, e.g., Hoppe [4].
Our presented algorithm has very attractive features. Its potential deserves further exploration.
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